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Clients want a speedy resolution of their disputes – they know that

time is money.

Court processes are still functioning but the prospect of a resolution

by trial is months and months away for most cases and interim relief

appears to be difficult.

Mediation is quicker and cheaper but at the present time – and for the

foreseeable future – it has lost that vital immediacy of being in the

same place together (which concentrates minds).

This is a two stage process designed to use the best features of the

mediation and Court processes tailored to the present Covid

emergency.

 

Do take a little while to see our explanatory video here

Enthused – we hope you are!
 

As you will see you do not need to be a litigation specialist.

Click here to download the checklist documentation 
 

THE PROBLEMS

ADR + PLUS

https://youtu.be/sGz5qBUXwDA
https://www.guildhallchambers.co.uk/uploadedFiles/ADRPlus_Documentation.pdf


There is a simple checklist to guide solicitors through the process.
 

Solicitors agree on a mediation style bundle (less than 300pp) and

send it to an ADR + Plus accredited barrister.

PRELIMINARY

Suggestions that Counsel has as to possible compromise

solutions to the issues at large.     This is sent to the parties at

once.

An expert determination on the issues at large. This is kept

sealed by Counsel.

Counsel prepares two documents (target timescale 3 weeks) being:
 

 

COUNSEL'S ROLE

The solicitors should have agreed a period of say 21 days to work with

Counsel’s suggestions on receipt and any existing negotiations to try

to agree a solution.

 

If agreement is reached all is well but if not then after the agreed

period (which can be extended by agreement) Counsel will unseal and

forward the expert determination which will in the usual way then

bind both parties.

WHAT HAPPENS NEXT?



The negotiation period is short to keep time pressure on the parties

and it should be like the time outside Court when the parties know

that if at this last moment they cannot reach their own deal then

they will go into Court and the Court will impose finality.

Whilst the parties have the flexibility to achieve their own deal

they also know that one way or another their dispute will be

resolved very quickly indeed.  

Counsel’s suggested compromise may or may not have some

explanations within it but it is NOT meant to be any pointer

towards what the expert determination might be.     We all know

that many times what is a fair solution is not the legal solution.

It is hoped that Counsel’s suggested compromise may just come up

with new and different possibilities based on “a fresh pair of eyes”

and is meant to provide a stimulus to the parties to look at the

issues afresh to see if there is a way forward they can agree on.

Hopefully the timetable would be:

            (a)       ADR + Plus agreed to

            (b)       14 days: bundle to Counsel

            (c)       21 days: Counsel sends suggested compromise

            (d)       21 days: negotiation/unsealing of expert determination

So a target of 6-8 weeks start to finish.

NOTE THAT



There is nothing stopping parties providing Counsel with their own

suggestions for how a dispute can be settled e.g. along with the list

of issues but this should not attach or refer to Calderbank, Part 36

or similar offers which have been made (although open offers can

be).    These suggestions from the parties must be openly disclosed

to the other party but can help Counsel see where parties are

willing to ‘budge’ and may inform his own suggested solution.

The expert determination is fully binding and enforceable in the

way such determinations are binding.

For examples please click here

EXAMPLES

The default position is that after an expert determination either

party can apply to Counsel for a costs determination.     The

application must be made within 14 days of the unsealing of the

Expert Determination.

If the parties so agree at the time of instructing Counsel (or the 14

days expire) then no order as to costs.

There are two approaches and it is up to the parties which they prefer:

COSTS

https://www.guildhallchambers.co.uk/uploadedFiles/ADRPlus_Examples.pdf


Malcolm Warner and John Virgo are piloting ADR + Plus which they

have designed themselves (see the Guildhall Chambers' website for

their experience).   

 

The service attracts a fixed fee of £4,000 plus vat (excluding any

adjudication in respect of inter partes costs) and is designed to give

a final and binding decision if  a settlement is not reached and takes

6-8 weeks start to finish.

ADR + Plus is only available to solicitors who instruct Counsel.

We welcome any feedback.

THE PILOT

You are welcome to contact Counsel directly or contact our Senior

Practice Manager, Lucy Northeast, by telephone: 0117 930 9000 or

email: lucy@guildhallchambers.co.uk 

CONTACT US

http://www.guildhallchambers.co.uk/

